Abstract. With the rapid growth of the Internet, more and more people interact with their friends in online social networks like Facebook 1 . Currently, the privacy issue of online social networks becomes a hot and dynamic research topic. Though some privacy protecting strategies are implemented, they are not stringent enough. Recently, Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL), which has the advantage of utilizing the unlabeled data to achieve better performance, attracts much attention from the web research community. By utilizing a large number of unlabeled data from websites, SSL can effectively infer hidden or sensitive information on the Internet. Furthermore, graph-based SSL is much more suitable for modeling real-world objects with graph characteristics, like online social networks. Thus, we propose a novel Community-based Graph (CG) SSL model that can be applied to exploit security issues in online social networks, then provide two consistent algorithms satisfying distinct needs. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this model, we conduct a series of experiments on a synthetic data and two real-world data from StudiVZ 2 and Facebook. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach can more accurately and confidently predict sensitive information of online users, comparing to previous models.
Introduction
Currently, online social networks are becoming increasingly popular. For example, Facebook currently is utilized by more than 400 million active users and more than 500 billion minutes are spent on it everyday [1] . In these online social networks, people can form social links with others through making friends or joining groups with similar contents.
The security issue of online social networks turns into one of the hot topics, because it affects hundreds of millions users. Online social networks allow people to enable privacy restriction on their profiles. Nevertheless, the friendship and group membership are still visible to the public directly or indirectly. In other words, the public friendship or group information, which online social networks claim to be safe, becomes the potential threat to users' privacy. [5, 6, 10] demonstrate that this information can leak a large quantity of sensitive information.
Recently, Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) has become a useful technique to exploit unknown information. Compared to supervised learning, SSL has the advantage of avoiding high cost in labeling training data by utilizing large amount of unlabeled data. Thus, SSL can be applied on predicting or learning knowledge from the websites which contain massive unlabeled data, e.g., hidden or sensitive information.
As a technique to exploit hidden information, SSL suits well with the scenario that online social networks contain little public information and a large number of hidden ones [7] . In SSL learning model, the public information can be considered as labeled data and that hidden as unlabeled data. According to the statistics, on average 70% users in Facebook have incomplete profiles. It illustrates that labeled data are far fewer than the unlabeled data.
Especially, graph-based SSL further fits well the online social networks with graph structures. First, graph-based SSL is good at modeling objects with graph structures, in which relationship information is easily expressed by edges and their weights. Second, the learning procedure of graph-based SSL is spreading known information to unknown area to predict the result. That is very similar to the cases in the real world, e.g., online social networks: we expand our networks from existing friends to unacquainted persons and from familiar groups to strange communities. Hence, graph-based SSL is rather suitable for exploiting online social networks. This paper proposes a novel graph-based SSL model with community consistency. There are several graph-based learning models were proposed before, e.g., basic graph learning with harmonic function [12] , which mainly considers the local consistency, and Local and Global Consistency (LGC) graph leaning [11] . Now, we propose a novel graph learning model considering not only local consistency and global consistency but also community consistency. The relationship between this model and the previous ones is shown in Fig. 1 . This novel SSL exploit model is evaluated on a synthetic dataset 'TwoMoons' and two real-world datasets from StudiVZ and Facebook, comparing with two previous graph-based SSL models and a Supervised Learning model. The evaluation criterion contains accuracy and weighted accuracy, which is defined to measure the confidence of predictions.
The contributions of this paper include the following: -A graph-based semi-supervised learning with community consistency is firstly proposed. With the additional consistency in the objective, this learning model describes the real world more accurately and achieves better learning results. -This paper provides two algorithms for the Community-based Graph (CG) SSL exploit model: a closed form algorithm and an iterative algorithm. The closed form algorithm has a very simple formula to obtain the prediction result, while the iterative algorithm could deal with large-scale datasets.
CG SSL Exploit Model and Algorithms

CG SSL Exploit Model
Preparation. Similar to [7] , we define a social network as an undirected graph G(V, E). In G(V, E), every vertex (user) has feature vector According to the definition, we prepare community data. First, we construct all the communities according to the network and group information in online social networks (details in Section 2.3). Then, we can express all communities in a weight matrix. In a community C i , i ∈ N + , there are n c i members strongly connecting with each other, 
. Similarly, L . Finally, based on the Local and Global Consistency (LGC) graph-based learning [11] , we add the constrain of communities and formulate the problem as
where the predicted resultŶ
n label , where n label is the number of different labels. With this step, we have built up a complete CG SSL exploit model to solve the problem.
Algorithms
In this section, we propose two methods to solve the optimization problem we have formulated before. The first one is a closed form algorithm. Utilizing this method, the exact final result can be obtained directly. The other one is an iterative algorithm, by which we could compute an approximate result. This would be a time-consuming method, but it is able to deal with large-scale datasets.
To simplify the problem, we relax it and solve it. By the definition of this model in Eq.
(1), we realize that this is an integer programming problem, which is hard to solve in the consideration of computational complexity. Thus, we relax the feasible region from discrete {0, 1}
(l+u)×n label to continuous
Closed Form Algorithm. Here we first develop a regularization framework for the optimization problem formulated before. Rewriting the objective function associated with F replacingŶ in Eq.
(
where µ 1 , µ 2 are regularization parameters and µ 1 , µ 2 ≥ 0. Here the first term (local consistency) and the third term (community consistency) is normalized with D g ii and D c ii .
1 2 is for the convenience of differentiation and does not affect the classification result. By mathematical deriving, the optimal solution is F *
We need to design a strategy to make a final decision from F * . Because we relax the problem before we solve it, the answer F * is only the probability of unlabeled data belonging to labels, instead of the final result. F * (i, j) means the probability of the i-th vertex belonging to the j-th label. Thus, we may choose the label with the largest probability as the final label of a vertex,ŷ i = arg max 1≤j≤n label F * (i, j). According to this strategy, the closed form formular is clearly equivalent to
where 0 < α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β < 1 and 0 ≤ α + β ≤ 1. Thus, we could develop a very simple closed form algorithm to solve the problem according to the Eq. (3). Iterative Algorithm. Because of the need of processing large-scale dataset and the drawback of the closed form algorithm, we proposed an iterative algorithm.
Algorithm 2. Iterative Algorithm for Community-Based Graph SSL
F (t + 1) = αSF (t) + βCF (t) + (1 − α − β)Y . 5: until |F (t) − F (t − 1)| < ε 6: Decide the final labelsŷ i = arg max j≤n label F i,j (t). Output: Predicting labelsŶ .
According to the mathematical deriving, we could obtain the limitation of F (t) is equal to F * in the Algorithm 1. Moreover, we easily found that the computation in every iteration only contains multiplication and addition of matrix, which have low computational complexity comparing to the computation of inverse matrix in the closed form algorithm.
Community Generation
In this section, we discuss the details of generating all the possible communities based on the groups and networks information in online social networks. First, we define the "distance" d between any two user v i and v j , d i,j = e . According to this, we utilize a clustering method K-mean to generate communities C 1 , C 2 , ... , C n c .
In fact, many other methods can be utilized to generate communities, e.g., Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Graph Cut. But no matter what method is applied to generate communities, the CG SSL exploit model is still in effect.
Experiments
In the experiments, we employ both novel SSL exploit model and other three learning models as comparison, including two graph-based SSL and a supervised learning model, to predict the labels on a synthetic dataset and exposing which universities users come from on two real-world datasets. The results are evaluated in terms of accuracy and weighted accuracy on these three datasets.
Dataset Description
We describe the details of three datasets in this part. Table 1 gives detail statistics of these three datasets.
TwoMoons Dataset. 'TwoMoons' is a simple dataset only with 2 classes and 200 vertices distributing in 2D space. The distribution of the original data is shown in Table  2 . Based on this, friendship information (local similarity) and community information (community similarity) are artificially generated. These two kinds of synthetic information are shown in Fig. 2 .
StudiVZ Dataset. The dataset has sufficient information of users' profiles and groups. Based on crawled data, we build a graph which contains 1, 423 vertices and 7, 769 edges. Data distribution is shown in Table 3 .
Facebook Dataset. The dataset has sufficient number of vertices and all kinds of relational information, thus it is similar to the situation of the real world. Comparing with StudiVZ dataset, Facebook dataset has much more missing values in personal profile and more group information.
Data Preprocessing
For two real-world datasets, a series of data preprocessing such as feature selection, data cleaning and data translation are conducted before running algorithms.
Feature Selection. For users' profile information, we select top three features for which most people provide information. For relational information, a number of small groups and networks are removed. Apart from that, some networks whose names explicitly reveal universities' names, such as "LMU Muenchen", are removed manually. Data Translation. We need to translation some data into the proper forms. For example, we translate home town to its longitude and latitude values through Google maps API 3 to calculate the similarity. Moreover, missing data are filled with average value of existed data and noise data are treated as missing ones. Cosine similarity is applied between any two profile vectors. If both of the users fail to provide at least 50% information, we set the cosine similarity with mean value.
Experiment Process
Labeled Data Selection. Labeled data are selected randomly with two constrains: 1. each class must have labeled data; 2. the numbers of labeled data in all classes are similar. The second point suggests an assumption that we do not know the distribution of all classes when labeling data.
Evaluation Criterion. We mainly utilize the accuracy to measure the results of learning and a Weighted Accuracy (WA) measurement would assist us to analyst the confidence of the learning results. We define WA as i∈V c
, where V c is a set containing all the vertices whose predictions are correct and V inc contains all incorrect-prediction vertices. Table 5 , 6 and 7 give the results of experiments, from which various algorithms' performance can be evaluated. Figure 3 TwoMoons. Figure 3(a) shows the predicting results on the synthetic dataset 'TwoMoons'. First, the accuracy of graph-based SSL models is obviously better than that of supervised learning. Second, Consistencies make the learning models stabler. The global consistency makes the LGC SSL stabler -the learning accuracies would keep enhancing along with the increasing of the number of labeled data. Moreover, the community consistency keeps the CG SSL stably better than other graph-based SSL models. Third, the community information does help in prediction in term of accuracy. In Fig. 2 , we observe that some vertices have strong local similarity (friendship) with each other, but actually they do not belong to the same class. Without the help from community information, basic graph SSL and LGC SSL always incorrectly predict the classes of 6 to 8 vertices (Table 5) , even if the percentage of labeled data is pretty high. The experiment on this synthetic dataset illustrates that the CG SSL could really improve the learning result in some ideal conditions. StudiVZ. Figure 3(b) gives similar results. First, all graph-baesd SSL models outperform supervised learning. Second, the performance of CG SSL with 138 labeled data is worse than that with only 72 labeled data. We conjecture that it is due to the unstable of the clustering technique for generating communities. Although we could tend to the optional predicting result, the randomness of clustering still exists and affects the stability of the final learning results.
Experiment Results
Facebook. Figure 3 (c) illustrates various algorithms' performance on Facebook dataset. First of all, in most cases the results of SSL methods are still superior to supervised learning. Second, even if there are only a few labeled data, CG SSL method can still make good predictions. The last point is that there is little instability in CG SSL model. The accuracy of learning with 10.00% labeled data is a little worse than that with only 4.99% labeled data. This would be caused by the same reason as in the experiment on the StudiVZ dataset.
Comparing with StudiVZ dataset, the learning results of CG SSL on Facebook dataset are less accurate. This is probably due to the existing of many missing values in Facebook dataset. However, the difference between CG SSL and other two graph-based SSL models is more obvious on Facebook dataset. We conjecture the reason is that there
